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Purpose: First, using near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy as the process measurement system, to interface a particle and liquid flow typically observed in the manufacturing line. Secondly, based on those interfacings, to build NIR models able to quantify the active content of the two formulations. Thirdly, to validate the methods for an active content ranging from 80 to 120 % of the targeted active content. 

Methods: Pharmaceutical pellets were used as model particles while the liquid form consisted in low-dose acetaminophen syrups. The particle flow was non-invasively interfaced with the reflectance module of a FT-NIR spectrometer whereas a transmittance probe was used to analyze the liquid form. Spectra of samples with 3 different API contents were collected. For quantitative purpose, variability sources such as production campaigns, batches and days were introduced in the calibration and validation sets. PLS regression on the calibration set was performed to build prediction models of which the ability to quantify accurately was tested with the validation set.

Results: The below 2 % RMSEC, RMSECV and RMSEP of the models suggested their overall good accuracy. However, such performance indicator is only related to past results while the main issue is to know how accurate the future results will be. Therefore, an ICH Q8R1 compliant approach, accuracy profiles based on tolerance intervals were used to generate a complete validation report. They guaranteed that the future results will be included within the ± 5 % acceptance limits with a probability of at least 95 %. Further, the ability of such methods to monitor but also to prevent out of specification products was highlighted.    

Conclusion: Typical solid and liquid flows were successfully interfaced with NIR spectroscopy. Those interfacings allowed the development and the validation of quantitative methods able to determine the active content of those formulations. The accuracy profiles on the validation results guaranteed that the newly developed NIR methods will properly quantify if the products comply with the active content specifications. Accordingly, those NIR methods pave the way for a real time release quality system-based.



